Отзывы наших клиентов

Dear Tarzanka administrators,
Unfortunately, we would not be attending your Saturday classes for the time being, as Sasha started taking ballroom dancing classes on Saturdays which are in
conflict with your schedule. We really enjoyed your program, and hope to come
back in the future. In meantime, we are telling our friends about your excellent
program, and look forward to seeing you sometime in the future.
Thanks much,
Slava (mom of Sasha Rozenblat)
Borislava Gutarts, Ph.D.
MSP Start A^3 Program Director
Associate Professor of Mathematics
College of Natural and Social Sciences
California State University, Los Angeles

Hello,
As you probably know since we haven’t been in attendance in quite some time, Alina is no longer able to enroll in Russian Saturday School. She has really enjoyed her time there! She has
been home from Russia for 11 months now and we feel that she is ready to start preschool, and
we won’t be able to do Saturday school as well. Thank you to all the wonderful teachers who
have made Alina feel so welcome and secure during her adjustment to life in America. You have
an incredible staff and we will miss everyone there.
All the Best,

Bethany Hunter
310.428.6696
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Mark Tseselsky
Attorney At Law
310-853-2907
310-295-1842 Facsimile
www.juveniledependencyattorney.com

Letter of Recommendation and Gratitude
Na Tarzanke.
I am so privileged to send my three children, Katrina Magzanyan – 7 years old, Isbaella Magzanyan -5 years old and John Magzanyan -4 years old to Na Tarzanke, The Russian Saturday
School.
I have moved my children from two different Russian Saturday schools and finally have found
the “Perfect One”- Na Tarzanke! The teachers and the staff are very professional, friendly and
approachable. They always try to treat pupils as individuals, assessing and working to everyone’s
needs. Any concerns brought up to their attention are dealt quickly and sympathetically.
Na Tarzanka provides an excellent foundation for all three of my children which was not available elsewhere. The school facilitates a good atmosphere for learning and made learning fun for
my children as well as challenging. They are stimulated by the classwork, homework, and other
activities involved during school hours. The school is extremely well organized and professionally run. The teaching has been of a very high standard and has given my children a great start
and considerable confidence in their primary school and in speaking, reading and writing the
Russian Language. I am more than pleased with the service provided.
Not only do I like the school but my children absolutely love it! They can’t wait for Saturday
in order for them to go bag to Saturday school again! Katrina has really enjoyed her time at Na
Tarzanke and loves all of her teachers. I feel she has benefited so much from her time with the
school. Her math & Russian language has greatly improved, along with her confidence. Isabella speaks so much better Russian than she used to and she absolutely enjoys singing Russian
songs. And as for John, not only does he love the food there but he now understands and speaks
Russian which I am so grateful for.
I would like to personally thank all the teachers, Gene and the rest of the staff for all that they
have done for my children. My husband and I are very pleased and impressed with Na Tarzanke! This is definitely one of the best things we ever did for our children-sending them to Na
Tarzanke. We strongly recommend the school to any parent who may be interested in having
their kids learn the Russian language along with the other subjects. I think this Russian Saturday
School is beneficial to children of all abilities.
Respectfully,

Marina BerBeryan,
Celebrity Fashion Stylist & Image Expert, www.MarinaBerBeryan.com
info@MarinaBerBeryan

Dear Tarzanka Studio,
I would like to express my appreciation and gratitude for all the hard work you
have invested in my daughter, Alexis, every Saturday for the past four years.
When Alexis started attending Na Tarzanke she was barely able to speak Russian, let alone read or write it. Her vocabulary was limited to about twenty
or thirty words. Although we encouraged her to speak Russian in the home,
it was difficult for my husband and I to teach her, as both of us left Russia at
very early ages of 6 & 7. Neither my husband nor I are able write or read in
our native language, therefore making it impossible for us to teach it to our
kids. When I first learned about Tarzanka Studio, I enrolled Alexis thinking
that she would go for about a month and then quit. Little did I know that she
would fall in LOVE with your school and insist on continuing her Russian
studies. We were elated!
Alexis has since learned to speak Russian almost fluently, also to read and
write in Russian. She knows the history, traditions, fables, and songs that I
have long forgotten. I have since enrolled my son into group #1 and he seems
to like it. We will be continuing with Tarzanka next year. I have shared this
with many of my friends and just wanted to share it with you.
Once, again, I would like to express my appreciation and gratitude for the
hard work Tarzanka Studio staff have invested in my children. We see results,
and that makes my husband and I very happy. Keep up the good work.
Cordially,
Lana & Boris Zukovski

Dear Gene and Nina!
I’d like to inform you that Aleksandr Dorofeyev is not going to be enrolled to
the Russian School this year.
We want to express our eternal gratitude for everything that you have done
for our son in the matter of studying Russian language and culture. Because
of you and your staff now he can speak, read, and write in Rassian; he knows
Russian history and literature.
Also, we’d like to thank your Russian teacher Svetlana for her professionalism, positive outlook, and patience. Please let Svetlana know that she is definitely the best teacher in your school who helped instill inspiration in studying process of Russian language within Aleksandr and many other kids.
Once again, we thank you and wish you and Tarzana School all the best for
many years to come.
Dorofeyev’s Family

